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Your invitation to the 2017 DDA Annual Conference
Dear

We are delighted that for the 4th consecutive year the DDA Conference will once again take place at Best 
Practice. The change of format introduced in 2014 has proved a great success and already pre-bookings for 
conference delegate places are 44% up on this time last year. 

The 2017 DDA Annual Conference, taking place 18-19 October at Birmingham NEC, offers dispensing 
practices so many reasons to attend: an unrivalled opportunity to network with a much larger pool of 
colleagues as well as a valuable opportunity to fine-tune a wide range of dispensary management skills.

The theme of this year’s conference is ‘Dispensing: the power behind rural general practice’. This has been 
chosen to highlight the importance of dispensing for rural general practice as a whole, and also to individual 
rural general practices at the coal-face of patient care. As a result, delegates visiting the 2017 DDA Annual 
Conference will enjoy an inspiring, challenging and educational mix of politics and practice. 

Delegates can use the opportunity of the 2017 DDA Annual Conference to challenge the Department of Health and 
NHS England to respond to the DDA’s call to protect the vital role played by rural medical practices in their local 
communities. At the local level, individual dispensing practices have a clear business objective to deliver an increasing 
quality and quantity of patient-centred care, and at the same time manage ever-stretching financial resources. 

The programme has been designed to give practice teams the expert resources they need to rise to these 
challenges. Delegates will leave the annual conference with expert insight into the business advantages 
of the role of dispensary buying manager, endorsing tips and hints to ensure the quickest, most accurate 
reimbursement, as well as the knowledge to ensure practice dispensers receive 
the very best training available today.

In short, the 2017 DDA Annual Conference has been created to help practices get to 
grips with the new political environment for dispensing practice, to be empowered 
to create a sustainable working environment for practising GPs and their teams, 
and to ensure that dispensing remains the real power behind rural general practice. 

The key focus of our conference is you – so book your place now, and get the 
support your patients and practice deserve. Tickets are valued at £399+VAT for 
one day, £699+VAT for two however we are able to offer education busaries to 
qualifying delegates that will waiver this cost. Book your complimentary pass at:  
www.bestpracticeshow.co.uk/dda

Kind Regards,

Matthew Isom
DDA Chief Executive

P.S. Don’t miss the Secretary of State for Health and the Chief Excecutive of 
NHS England in their annual primary care addresses at Best Practice 2017!

     +44 0207 348 1865    training@closerstillmedia.com

 @bestpracticeshow    www.bestpracticeshow.co.uk
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Secure your complimentary pass to the DDA Conference

2017 Theme: Dispensing - the power behind rural general practice
The 2017 DDA Annual Conference, the national event for all dispensing practices, is delighted to be co-located 
with the national showcase for innovation and excellence in general practice - Best Practice. Combined, the two 
events provide GP practices and dispensers world class business, clinical and case-study led training to support 
you in the new NHS. Plus 12 RCGP CPD Points!

12  CLINICAL  RCGP CPD HOURS

We are delighted to offer education bursaries to DDA Members  
to attend Best Practice with a complimentary pass*.

SECURE YOUR COMPLIMENTARY PASS AT WWW.BESTPRACTICESHOW.CO.UK/DDA
*For dispensing practice professionals working within the NHS or private sector ONLY.

KEYNOTES INCLUDE: 

Hear from speakers from the Department of Health 
and be offered the opportunity to hear from the 
newly-appointed Secretary of State for Health as 
well as from senior executives from NHS England. 
This year, in its manifesto for 2017 general election 
candidates the DDA challenged policy-makers to 
make rural general practice their foremost concern.

Sessions Include: 

• Secretary of State for Health (invited) 

• Simon Stevens, Chief Executive, NHS England (invited)

• Primary Care Leaders Debate

AND DON’T MISS 
• Updates from the NAPC’s Primary Care Homes

• Clinical Masterclasses in Dermatology,  
 Respiratory, Diabetes, MSK and more!

• 200+ suppliers of primary care products and  
 solutions that will save your practice time and  
 money

• Practice business advice on running a cost- 
 effective practice

CONFERENCE PROGRAMME INCLUDES

WEDNESDAY 18 OCTOBER
09:50 - 09:55 Matthew Isom - Introduction

09:55 - 10:45 Susan Grieve - The view from DoH

12:00 - 13:00 Dr Richard West - Chairman’s 
Address, followed by DDA AGM

LUNCH
14:05 - 14:50 Live stream of Keynote Address

15:00 - 15:45 Dr David Bailey – Report from the 
coalface of medico-politics

15:50 - 16:30 Philip Edwards NHSBSA - All you 
need to know about endorsing

Drinks reception for DDA members  
and invited guests

THURSDAY 19 OCTOBER
09:50 - 09:55 Matthew Isom - Introduction

09:55 - 10:45 Dr David Jenner - Political 
rumblings from Devon 

10:55 - 11:30 Rachel Balcombe - So who needs a 
Buying Manager? 

12:00 - 12:40 Vanessa Kingsbury – Dispenser 
training update - Confirmed

LUNCH

13:50 - 14:30 Live stream of Keynote Address

Register now to be the first to receive the full conference programme!


